This bulletin is an appendix for the previous bulletins numbered (201112211) and (201306252), regarding the waiving of penalties for all tickets’ restrictions issued with confirmed reservation From/To (Egypt & Lebanon). In accordance to what we have received that some passengers weren’t able to travel from (Egypt & Lebanon) at the right time of their flights due to current political situations, and as a recognition from Saudia to what the passengers might get exposed to in these countries, it has been decided to waive the No-show fees for those who couldn’t cancel or change their reservations before the actual date of travel for all classes.

**Note:**

- In case of No-show, the coupon will be changed from (S) to (O) without collecting No-show fees for flights departing from (Egypt & Lebanon).
- Coupon status shall be changed from (Z) to (O) for V & X/ classes without collecting No-show fees for flights departing from (Egypt & Lebanon) in coordination with ITHELPDESK.
- No-show fees will be applied for flights departing from Saudi Arabia.
- All exception in the previous bulletins 201112211 – 201306252 regarding (Refund/ Rerouting and Change of date) will be applied for all flights From/To Egypt & Lebanon.
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If you have any questions or comments on this Bulletin, please contact: gdssupport@saudiairlines.com